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Monterrey is a city of
gleaming skyscrap-
ers and low-slung
factories nestled

against a dusty spur of the
Sierra Madre Oriental. A two-
hour drive south of the Texan
border, it is a can-do place of 4m
people, known for its good hos-
pitals and universities, safe
streets and smoothly moving
rush-hour traffic.

For many years, Monterrey’s
prosperity made it a shining
symbol of the Mexico to be. The
country’s third city accounts for
8 per cent of economic output
and its inhabitants enjoy a per-
capita income of $17,000 a year,
twice the national average.

More recently, Monterrey has
become emblematic of a promis-
ing story gone wrong, like Latin
America’s second biggest econ-
omy itself. Monterrey’s story is
Mexico’s in miniature.

With the 1994 enactment of
the North American Free Trade
Agreement (Nafta), it became a
regional base for multinationals
alongside Monterrey’s very own
Cemex, the world’s third biggest
cement maker. Six years ago, it
was voted Latin America’s saf-
est city by a business magazine.

Today, the city’s strategic
location on north-south trade
routes has spawned a deadly
turf war between drugs gangs.

Some fearful business leaders
have moved to San Antonio,
Texas, where, over desultory
games of golf, they bemoan
the fate of their homeland just a

short aircraft ride away. “There
is an atmosphere of fear,”
admits Lorenzo Zambrano,
Cemex’s chief executive. “Peo-
ple no longer feel they can do
what they used to – although
anyone who leaves is a coward.”

Mr Zambrano broadcasts such
fiery messages on his Twitter
account. Yet despite a recent
spate of killings – two teenagers
hung from a motorway bridge
and more than 32 deaths the
following week, including two
bodyguards of the state
governor – Monterrey’s homi-

cide rate is about 6 per 100,000
people, double the rate five
years ago, but far less than
the national average of 18, or
Brazil’s rate of about 25.

That suggests Mexico has not
slipped into some Mad Max-like
nightmare, and that it remains
far from being a failed state.
Still, it does have some failed
municipalities, especially among
Monterrey’s northern neigh-
bours, from where the drug vio-
lence has started to spread.

“The whole country is at a
curious nexus, where business

is booming even as security con-
fidence is falling,” says Josh
Miller, general director of Con-
trol Risks, a business consul-
tancy. “It’s a complex and
nuanced environment, but the
underlying message we get from
companies is that you can abso-
lutely do good business here.”

Certainly, the vibrant night-
life of Mexico’s national capital,
700km south of Monterrey,
contradicts any notion of uni-
form Mexican lawlessness.
Indeed, tourist centres such as
Cancún have Canadian-style

crime statistics. A better ques-
tion, therefore, is how much bet-
ter Mexico might be doing with-
out the violence that has
erupted since Felipe Calderón,
the president, launched a mili-
tary offensive against organised
crime in 2006, a battle that has
cost some 40,000 lives.

Monterrey, for example, ex-
pects more than $2bn of foreign
investment this year, slightly
down from the year before.
The state economy is also
forecast to expand about 5 per
cent, healthy but less than cen-

tral Mexico’s safer states, which
are experiencing double-digit
growth thanks to the booming
aeronautical and car manufac-
turing industries.

That is another sign of chang-
ing times.

When Nafta began, Mexico
was seen as a source of low-cost,
low-skilled labour, epitomised
by light-assembly maquiladora
export assembly plants along
the border. Now, investors view
it as a high-skill logistics

Boom times despite safety fears
There has been a rise
in violent crime in
some areas, but the
country is still a good
place for business, says
John Paul Rathbone

Monterrey, a northern industrial centre and Mexico’s third city, has become emblematic of the country’s problems as a whole AP
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Boom times in spite of fears over safety
platform for manufactured
exports to the Americas and
beyond.

“Mexico is not just about
cheap labour and preferen-
tial market access,” says
José Muñoz, president and
director-general of Nissan
Mexicana, the Japanese car
manufacturer, which last
year announced it would
invest $600m in its Mexican
plants. “It has a skilled
labour force and know-
how.”

The reasons for such bull-
ishness – at odds with many
news headlines – are plain.
The macroeconomy is virtu-
ally bulletproof. Inflation is
about 3 per cent. There are

no fiscal or current account
deficits to speak of, and,
unlike many Latin peers,
exchange rate strength is
not an issue. When adjusted
for inflation, Mexico’s trade-
weighted peso is
4 per cent more competitive
than its 10-year average; the
Brazilian currency is 50 per
cent less.

Meanwhile, the huge cost-
advantage that Chinese
manufacturers enjoyed in
2001, when China acceded
to the World Trade Organi-
sation, has shrunk “to
about 14 per cent”, says
Ernesto Cordero, finance
minister. As transport costs
have risen with energy
prices, manufacturers have
increased their share of the

US market and found new
markets abroad.

Nonetheless, much in
Mexico remains a source of
genuine despair.

The country’s labour laws
are obsolete, domestic mar-
kets are stifled by near-
monopolies in telecommuni-
cations, energy and trans-
port, and there is a long list
of pending structural
reforms – much discussed,
but never approved.

Then there is the drugs
war itself. Agustín
Carstens, governor of the
central bank, calls it Mex-
ico’s most important struc-
tural reform. “There are
very high short-term costs,
but you have to think what
the counterfactual would

be,” he says. “If we can
make the quantum leap to a
country of law and order,
the benefits will be huge.”

As with many structural
reforms, there is increasing
criticism. A growing anti-
war movement insists the
government should match
its military offensive with
less bloody initiatives, such
as more social spending and
a greater squeeze on money
laundering.

There is also the ambiva-
lent role of the US as the
biggest drugs market, and
the source of most firearms
used by the cartels. As nei-
ther of these things is going
to change soon, two former
presidents have advocated
legalising drugs.

The government’s posi-
tion is that the legalisation
debate will take years to
play out. In the meantime,
it must act to improve citi-
zen security, but huge prob-
lems lie ahead. The state
has attacked organised
crime without first improv-
ing the police and judiciary.

Monterrey, for example,
aims to double its 7,000-
strong police force. That it
had to fire 3,000 corrupt
officers first shows the
tough task it faces.

Ironically, the fact that
violence has been concen-
trated in the north has pre-
vented a more urgent or
unified response. “There is
no shared sense of pain,”
notes one diplomat. “That’s

why the offensive is often
called ‘Calderon’s war’
rather than Mexico’s.”

Allied to this is frustra-
tion over Mexico’s weak
institutional framework.
The democratic transition
in 2000, when the Institu-
tional Revolutionary Party
was replaced for the first
time in 71 years, broke
the traditional, top-down
approach to governing for-
ever. But it failed to install
another system in its stead.

“The transition was inevi-
table. It is also incomplete,”
says Enrique Krauze, an
eminent historian.

Jorge Castañeda, a former
foreign minister, suggested
in a recent book that Mexi-
cans are too individualistic

to work as the team players
a modern liberal democracy
requires, a gloomy progno-
sis.

Mr Zambrano is more
optimistic. “It’s a shame
that it took a crisis to galva-
nise opinion, but people are
now starting to push back,
to demand more,” he says.
“Democracies need to be
forged. We will not let
Monterrey fail.”

To mordant Mexican sen-
sibilities, that may seem
like a pipe dream. But if
anyone had said 25 years
ago that Mexico would
today have better public
finances than the US, they
would have been laughed
out of the room. Now it is
taken for granted.

‘If we can make
the quantum leap
to a country of
law and order,
the benefits will
be huge’

Media wars
give hope of
more choice

This February, something
strange happened: a fight
broke out in Mexico’s nor-
mally amicable, almost cosy
club of leading business-
men.

The fracas began when
Carlos Slim, the telecoms
tycoon, fell out with Emilio
Azcárraga and Ricardo Sali-
nas Pliego, owners of the
country’s two largest broad-
casters, over television
advertising rates for 2011.

Then the courts, govern-
ment and regulators started
to throw their weight
around.

In the space of a few
weeks, the Supreme Court
said Mr Slim could not use
the justice system to stall
competitors, the govern-
ment turned down the
tycoon’s long-standing
request to enter the pay
television market and the
competition watchdog hit
Telcel, Mr Slim’s mobile-
phone operator, with a
$1bn fine for “monopolistic
practices”.

For many bystanders, the
fight between Mr Slim,
Televisa and Azteca, the
two broadcasters respec-
tively controlled by Mr
Azcárraga and Mr Salinas
Pliego, is a refreshing sign
that fierce competition may
finally be at work in two
strategic economic sectors:
media and telecoms.

That is a relative novelty
in Mexico, a country in
which competition has only
been an infrequent and
often timid visitor.

You do not have to drive
a car in Mexico very far to
realise that you can only
buy petrol at a fixed price
and only from Pemex, the
state oil monopoly.

Try to buy a beer, and,
until recently, the chances
are that you would only be
offered a choice from one of
two national brewers.

Want to paint your
house? It is hard to avoid
the country’s Comex brand.

Indeed, the monopolies or
oligopolies have been so
prevalent that centre-right
President Felipe Calderón
concluded last month: “The
lack of greater competition
has reduced efficiency and
competitiveness in our
economy.”

But for many monopolies
and oligopolies, the lack of
competition was extremely
convenient.

As Eduardo Pérez Motta,
who heads the country’s
antitrust watchdog, says:

“The logic for many years
was ‘each man stays on his
patch, nobody fights and we
all do well’.”

The outcome has been a
lack of choice for consum-
ers, accompanied by prices
that have remained stub-
bornly high.

What is helping shake up
telecoms and media is
“convergence”, the techno-
logical process by which it
is increasingly easy to
transmit voice, data and
video along a single net-
work.

Thanks to new technolo-
gies, both Televisa, the
world’s largest Spanish-
speaking media company,
and Azteca, Mexico’s second
biggest broadcaster, are
offering consumers so-
called “triple play” pack-
ages of internet, television
and telephone at attractive
prices.

In doing so, the two com-
panies have started to chip
away at the once armour-
plated telecoms empire of
Mr Slim, a billionaire and
the world’s richest individ-
ual.

Only five years ago, Tel-
mex, Mr Slim’s fixed-line
provider and a former state
monopoly, had 94 per cent
of the fixed-line market.
Today, it has about 76 per
cent. At the same time, Tel-
cel, his mobile company,
now has about 70 per cent
of the market compared
with more than 80 per cent
just a few years ago.

Experts such as Irene
Levy, who heads Observa-
tel, a consumer defence
organisation for the tele-
communications sector,
says the fighting presents
the best chance in years to
establish true competition
in the sector.

“This is a moment to
clear the field of all the
undergrowth,” she says.
“It’s a first but vital step
before you can really start
to build something solid.”

Most observers agree that
there is still a long way to
go. Many argue, for exam-
ple, that the government’s
decision to prohibit Mr
Slim’s entry into pay televi-
sion does little to benefit
consumers or prices.

Suspicions abound that
the “No” he received was
largely to avoid annoying
the broadcasters so close to
an election.

Unsurprisingly, perhaps,
Mr Slim agrees. In a recent
interview, he told the FT:
“What the public wants is a
lot of competition . . .
[offering pay TV] would
mean better conditions for
our customers, better
prices, and we could
package it with our other
products.”

‘World’s richest man stays
down to earth’, Mr Slim
is interviewed online at:
ft.com/management

Regulation
Competition, once
an infrequent and
timid visitor, is
making a loud
return, says
Adam Thomson

An old adage notes that
the Stone Age did not end
because of lack of stones.

Many of Mexico’s
problems – a violent battle
against organised crime,
mediocre economic growth,
and endemic corruption –
might appear
overwhelming, judging
from the news headlines.

But contrary to what
many might believe,
these problems are not
intractable.

For one, they are a very
different set from those
Mexico used to face.

Indeed, many of the
problems are the result of
changes that are setting
the foundations for a
better future. The Stone
Age eventually ended
because humans devised
better technology than
using stones. The same is
true of Mexico.

Mexico today is a nation
constructing its future
while struggling with its
past.

The 1992 North American
Free Trade Agreement
(Nafta) began a profound
process of economic
transformation.

Similarly, the 2000

electoral defeat of the
ruling Institutional
Revolutionary Party, the
first alternation of
presidential power in more
than 70 years, began a
politically profound
transformation.

However, neither of these
transitions has yet
delivered the expected
results.

Structural reforms in the
1990s liberalised the
economy. They expanded
opportunities for private
investors, but did not help
the economy to reach, and
then sustain, high rates of
growth. Meanwhile, the
political system remains
far from perfect.

Even so, there is
frequent alternation of
parties at all levels of
government, greater
transparency and even a
modicum of accountability.
At the same time, a
number of world-class
industries have developed
in Mexico. A middle class
has also emerged.

These are considerable
accomplishments in a
country where more than
40 per cent of the
population lives below the
poverty line.

Nonetheless, Mexico’s
troubles largely stem from
the shortcomings of the

reform process itself. The
changes it unleashed were
almost cataclysmic.

It forced an inward-
looking economy to face
world competition.

It also loosened the
stranglehold that one
political party, the PRI,
had long held over the
nation.

Unfortunately, these
changes were not properly
thought through; nor was
there a political consensus
about what should happen
after they took place.

The result has been
twofold.

In the political sphere,
decentralisation of power
has not been accompanied
by the development of
stronger state and local
institutions – a sine qua
non for the maintenance of
public peace and
accountability.

Further complicating the
process, criminal organi-
sations simultaneously
began to expand their
businesses and move into
new territories. Weak law
enforcement institutions,
including the police and
the judiciary, have proved
a very poor match
against these emboldened
criminal mafias.

A similarly incomplete
reform process took place

in the economy. In the
1990s, the privatisation of
local banks and public
monopolies was more
concerned with raising
revenue than changing
market structures. As a
result, private monopolies
still dominate some sectors
of the domestic economy.

Meanwhile, banks,
having survived near-
bankruptcy following the
1995 peso crisis, are now
strong enough to lend and
finance growth again – yet
they are hardly doing so.

The main sources of the
country’s troubles do not
lie abroad, as some
Mexicans might claim.
They are home-grown.

Some Mexican and
foreigner observers despair
that the country’s
problems are so huge it is
impossible for it to move
ahead.

This is, indeed, a
reasonable conclusion.
Politicians never seem to
reach agreement among
themselves. There appears

to be no end to crime, both
big and small. The
economy is growing, but
creating few jobs. The
country is faced with yet
another electoral season,
which will consume
leaders’ attention for the
next year and a half. The
future certainly looks
complex.

There have been two
economically successful
eras in Mexico’s history:
one at the end of the 19th
century, the other during
the good years of PRI rule,
particularly from the 1940s
to the 1960s. The common
trait of both eras was
strong central government.

The lesson for the future
is that Mexico can function
either with a strong
central government or
strong institutions. But
it cannot function
without either.

Mexico’s experience with
democracy over the past
two decades shows the
pitfalls of decentralisation
without strong institutions.

Power and budgets have
been devolved to states.
Rather than an effective
federal system, however,
this created regional
baronetcies instead.

As one sharp
commentator has observed,
Mexico is the only nation

in the world to have gone
from monarchy to
feudalism.

Mexico’s experience of
decentralisation, however,
is more than just a joke.
It is the main task the
country faces.

The challenge is to
consolidate – amid great
political complexity – an
extraordinary recent
accomplishment: the fact
that most Mexicans are
now middle class. How to
do that is the central
question the country faces.

Mexico is not
ungovernable, as some
might believe. It has
simply not been governed
very well of late, which is
a very different
proposition. That is why
better government and
smarter leadership,
combined with strategic
vision, could change the
country very swiftly.

As with the end of the
Stone Age, the Mexican
government just has to get
on and do it.

Luis Rubio is a Mexican
political analyst and
newspaper columnist. His
latest book is “Mexico as a
Middle Class Society: Poor
No More, Developed Not
Yet” with Luis de la Calle
(CIDAC, 2011)

Personal View
LUIS RUBIO

Country’s problems are not intractable

Reform on
hold as all
eyes turn
to elections

Mexico’s finance minis-
ter has declared his
burning ambition to
become president,

two leftwing hopefuls are jostling
awkwardly, and a long-time oppo-
sition politician has been arrested
for weapons possession on the eve
of a pivotal state election.

Presidential elections are still 12
months away, but you can feel the
rumble of the political machinery
as it kicks into gear for another
electoral cycle. Most analysts are
already busy crunching the results
of the latest polls, trying to work
out what they mean for the future
of Latin America’s second-largest
economy.

Inevitably, perhaps, their first
conclusion is that the administra-
tion of President Felipe Calderón is
all but over. Ever since 2009, when
his conservative National Action
party (PAN) lost its position as the
largest single force in the country’s
lower chamber of congress, the
centre-right leader’s attempts to
push his reform agenda have met
mounting resistance.

And with all eyes now fixed on
2012, first within each party for
the candidacies, and, later, the
presidential contest itself, few
members of congress have the
appetite to spend time or political
capital on reforms.

As Roy Campos, who heads the
Mitofsky polling group in Mexico
City, puts it: “The shop has pretty

much closed for business.”
The second conclusion is that

the centrist Institutional Revolu-
tionary Party (PRI) is almost cer-
tain to regain the presidency after
it lost power for the first time in
71 years in 2000.

According to a recent Mitofsky
poll, 36.8 per cent of the popula-
tion would vote for the PRI com-
pared with just 17 per cent for the
PAN, and 15.1 per cent for the
leftwing Democratic Revolution
Party (PRD).

Turn to the names of those
most likely to be candidates, and
the PRI’s advantage is even more
impressive: Enrique Peña Nieto,
the party’s telegenic governor of
the state of Mexico, commands
33.9 per cent, with just 11.6 per
cent for Andrés Manuel López
Obrador, the leftwing leader and
his closest rival.

“This time round, it looks as
though the PRI has both the best
racing car and the best driver,”
says Mr Campos.

Feted by the media, the PRI’s
Mr Peña Nieto may therefore be
the best candidate. But would he
also be the best president? After
all, when the PRI finally lost its
grip on the presidency 11 years
ago, many political analysts pre-
dicted its glory days were over.
The party had a fearsome reputa-
tion for corruption, and many of
its members were seen as old
guard and anti-democratic.

Mr Peña Nieto, who will be 45
next month, has worked hard to
groom himself for the presidency.
He has hired a team of young and
bright advisers, and they are
briefing him on issues as diverse
as justice reform, the environ-
ment, energy policy and tax
reform. It is even understood that
he is brushing up his English.

What has so far emerged is a
progressive agenda that encour-

ages business and the role of the
private sector while pushing for
greater social investment and
infrastructure. That Mr Peña
Nieto has a reasonable reputation
for efficiency and project execu-
tion in a country where things

happen frustratingly slowly has
only added to his appeal.

Mr Peña Nieto’s problem, if he
becomes president, is twofold: the
changing nature of his political
party; and the nature of Mexico’s
political system itself.

Alfonso Zárate, a political scien-
tist in Mexico City, says the PRI’s
internal discipline is not what it
used to be.

Before 2000, its various centres
of power would fall into line with
the successful candidate, in effect
handing him hyper-presidential
powers.

Today, that once centralised
and concentrated power structure
has ebbed to the periphery, hand-
ing more control and influence to
the party’s 19 state governors (out
of 32 states) than at any time
since the party’s formation in
1929. “Today, we have 32 inde-
pendent kings,” says Mr Zárate.

That will make gaining support
for reform projects considerably
harder than when the PRI last
held office.

The second problem is that it is
difficult, if not impossible, to win
a simple majority in Congress

because the country has three
large parties, rather than the two
that are typical of most other
countries.

As Marcelo Ebrard, Mexico City
mayor and a presidential hopeful
for the leftwing PRD party, told
the FT in a recent interview: “It
just doesn’t make sense.”

Carlos Elizondo, a political ana-
lyst at CIDE, a Mexican centre of
teaching and investigation,
argues that the prospect of a PRI
government without a majority
could be positive because it would
act as a political counterbalance.

“It would ensure a certain disci-
pline to ensure that they stay in
line,” he says.

Perhaps. But the risk for Mexico
is continued political deadlock
over reforms in areas such as
labour, tax, energy and even poli-
tics itself – all of which are con-
sidered long overdue.

Politics
The PRI is tipped to
regain the presidency
but it is not all
plain sailing, writes
Adam Thomson

Presidential hopeful: Enrique Peña Nieto, the PRI’s governor of Mexico state Getty

‘This time around,
it looks like the PRI
has both the
best racing car and
the best driver’

Luis Rubio:
‘Mexico
has not been
governed
very well
of late’
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Barack Obama, US presi-
dent, and his Mexican coun-
terpart, Felipe Calderón,
were all warm smiles and
diplomatic niceties as they
stood side-by-side in the
White House rose garden in
May.

The US president talked
about Mr Calderón as “an
outstanding partner” and
hailed him as “a leader who
is guiding his country
through very difficult
times with vision and with
courage”.

The Mexican was a little
less effusive, but still noted
that the relationship
between the two countries
was characterised by “an
honest and open dialogue
based on trust, respect, and
co-responsibility”.

Their words masked a
rocky few months in this
complicated relationship,
which is bedevilled by secu-
rity concerns relating to the
flow of drugs, guns and
illegal immigrants over the
border with the US.

Mr Calderón has com-
plained that Washington
has not done enough to
curb the demand for drugs
in the US or to stem the

tide of weapons into Mex-
ico, while Mr Obama’s
administration has grown
increasingly worried that
violence is spilling over the
border.

Drug violence has
claimed as many as 40,000
lives in Mexico, mostly with
guns smuggled from the US,
since Mr Calderón launched
an ambitious crackdown
four years ago. Links have
been further strained by
leaked diplomatic cables in
which US officials criticised
Mexican attempts to deal
with these issues, prompt-
ing Mr Calderón to deride
the “ignorance” of Ameri-
can diplomats and leading
to the resignation this year
of the US ambassador.

Still, analysts say the rela-
tionship, historically one of
enormous distrust, is stead-
ily improving. “The political
tone goes up and down.
That’s the reality of the
relationship,” says Andrew
Selee, director of the Mexico
Institute at the Woodrow
Wilson International Center
for Scholars in Washington.
“But on an operational
level, it’s never been better.”

He points to a new will-
ingness to share informa-
tion about organised crime
groups, the US’s training of
Mexican police, and closer
security ties.

Indeed, there have been
advances on efforts to make
the border work more effi-
ciently. The two leaders

have this year resolved a
long-running dispute over
trucks crossing the border,
as allowed by the 1994
North American Free Trade
Agreement (Nafta). Move-
ment has been constrained
by US concerns about the
safety of Mexican lorries.

Michael Shifter, president
of the Inter-American Dia-
logue, a think-tank, agrees
bureaucratic co-operation is
getting better.

The Obama administra-
tion is now seeking to insti-
tutionalise security ties in
the same way it institution-
alised trade almost two
decades ago.

“Nafta was a way to put
the trade relationship on
automatic pilot. We’re
essentially moving into a
second stage and are
putting this relationship on
autopilot in law enforce-
ment,” says a State Depart-
ment official.

“With Canada, we have
had law enforcement opera-
tions working automatically
for generations. With Mex-
ico, until quite recently, law
enforcement co-operation
was ad hoc.”

Even compared with four
years ago, the level of
co-operation, despite “all its
frustrations”, has increased,
the official says. “Whatever
bumps along the road, both
countries are going full
steam ahead on pursuing
law enforcement co-opera-
tion,” the official says.

In fact, Christopher
Sabatini, senior director of
policy at the Council of the
Americas, says the bumps
are a sign of a new phase in
the relationship.

He says: “For the first
time, it’s a relationship of
somewhat equals,” he says.
“We allow Calderón to criti-
cise us on gun control and
drugs and we have not tried
to act with imperial
umbrage. That makes for a
close relationship, with all
its ups and downs.”

But making progress on
core issues such as gun
control and immigration
remains politically difficult.
Mr Shifter of the Inter-
American Dialogue says:
“It’s stuck at a level of
exhortation.”

Progress will become
more difficult as both coun-
tries edge towards presiden-
tial elections in 2012 and
politicians seek to advance
their own agendas.

Curbing the flow of guns
into Mexico is a high prior-
ity south of the border but
Mr Obama has been reluc-
tant to talk about controls
because of the sensitivity of
the issue among Americans
who assert their constitu-
tional right to bear arms.

Any attempt to address it
before his re-election cam-
paign begins would open up
a new front of attack from
conservatives.

Likewise immigration. Mr
Obama won huge support
among Hispanics in 2008 on
promises to allow a path to
citizenship for some of the
13m illegal immigrants and
undocumented workers in
the US, but has found it
impossible to advance the
issue when unemployment
has been above 9 per cent
and voters are struggling to
find jobs.

Bumps on road
to better links
US relationship
Differences persist
on guns, drugs and
illegal migrants,
says Anna Fifield

Felipe
Calderón
calls Mexico’s
relationship
with the US
‘honest’

When China burst on to
the world’s manufactur-
ing platform at the begin-
ning of the decade, many

people assumed it was a death knell
for Mexican industry, in particular for
the maquiladora model of importation
for assembly and re-export.

China, so the argument went, was
simply too big and too competitive for
Latin America’s second largest econ-
omy. And in case there were any
remaining doubts, it manufactured
the same sorts of products, too.

A decade on, and Mexico’s manufac-
turing export sector is not only
surviving – it is expanding. According
to the National Council of Maqui-
ladora and Manufacturing Exports
(CNIMME), manufactured exports
grew more than 20 per cent during the
first three months of this year com-
pared with last.

Overall, the sector’s trade balance
was $5bn, making it Mexico’s second

largest source of foreign currency
after oil. More telling, perhaps, Mex-
ico’s share of total US imports now
stands at about 12.5 per cent com-
pared with 11 per cent in 2009, steal-
ing market share from the likes of
Canada and even China.

“Simply put, Mexico is becoming
more competitive,” says Bruno Fer-
rari, the country’s economy minister.

One reason for manufacturing’s
survival is that it has climbed the
value chain, swapping the basic tex-
tile and shoe manufacturing opera-
tions of yesteryear for high-tech
plants that produce chips for use in
mobile telephones, radio and trans-
mission equipment, as well as flat-
screen television sets.

“The maquiladora industry has
evolved from simple assembly to
autonomous manufacturing,” explains
Carlos Palencia, director-general of
CNIMME.

The latest technical sector to spring
up in Mexico is probably aerospace.
From virtually nothing a decade ago,
there are now 238 aerospace compa-
nies operating in the country, with
exports of roughly $3.5bn a year.
Annual average growth has been 20
per cent a year since 2002.

Carlos Bello, director-general of the
Mexican Federation of Aerospace

Industries (Femia), says he expects
exports to reach $12bn by 2020, and
for Mexico to jump into the world’s 10
most important aerospace manufac-
turers from about 14th today.

Much of that optimism is based on
the fact that Mexico is on the doorstep
of the US, which accounts for more
than 60 per cent of the world’s $500bn
a year aerospace industry. Proximity
is important, because it allows for
immediate adaptation of a product
and for just-in-time delivery – both of
which are much harder to pull off
from China.

“US executives are tired of receiving
phone calls at 3am,” says Mr Bello.
“Mexico is in the same timezone and
we are part of the North American
manufacturing platform.”

The country also has a skilled and
relatively cheap labour force. With
aggressive inflation in Chinese wage
costs consistently erasing previous
advantages over Mexico, many compa-
nies have started to conclude it is
better to stay close to the US.

Moreover, companies are using Mex-
ico’s long tradition of skilled labour to
carry out ever more complicated pro-
duction and design tasks. At business
and manufacturing clusters such as
the ones in Querétaro and Chihuahua
states, industry has worked with local

authorities to adapt college and tech-
nical university curriculums to meet
their increasingly specialised needs.

The result is a stepping up of multi-
national companies’ use of Mexican
design. At Ford’s design centre at the
revamped Cuautitlán plant, to the
north of Mexico City, hundreds of
engineers labour at computer screens
as they design systems for Ford vehi-
cles produced all over the world.

Until a couple of years ago, the
plant, which now produces all Ford
Fiestas for the Americas region, used
to be a truck plant. Ford has invested
about $5bn in Mexico over the past
five years.

At General Electric’s Advanced
Engineering Centre in Querétaro,
1,300 aeronautical engineers design
components such as the GENX turbo-
fan jet engine, which is used in Boe-
ing’s 787 aircraft.

The centre, which is the only one of
its kind in Latin America, is expected
to employ up to 1,500 engineers by
next year.

Hugo Beteta, who heads the Mexico
office of the Economic Commission
for Latin America and the Caribbean
(Cepal), argues that Mexico still has
some way to go in terms of competing
with other emerging markets.

He points out, for example, that the

country only invests the equivalent of
0.3 per cent of its gross domestic prod-
uct in science and technology com-
pared with 3 per cent in the case of
other countries belonging to the
Organisation for Economic Co-opera-
tion and Development.

“The gap is very big, and it has
long-term consequences,” he says.

There is also a shortage of credit, in
particular for smaller suppliers of
manufacturing operations.

In general, however, the effects of
Nafta, low wages and proximity have
made Mexico an increasingly impor-
tant part of the North American sup-
ply chain.

Aerospace sector helps
hightech economy f ly
Industry
Advanced manufacturing
skills are boosting exports,
writes Adam Thomson

Employees busy on a Bombardier jet in Querétaro, a Mexican manufacturing cluster with highly skilled workers Bloomberg
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Investing in Mexico

Mexico’s stock exchange
used to be the financial
equivalent of a slow-moving
river meandering through
the country’s unchanging
corporate landscape: pro-
gress was steady but less
than thrilling. Then the
sluice gates opened and
things started moving.

Over the past two years,
the BMV exchange has
introduced sweeping tech-
nological change that has
affected the manner and the
speed with which broker-
ages dispatch orders.

Since last August, broker-
ages have been able to set
up multi-channel links to
the BMV, which enable
them to organise orders
efficiently instead of send-
ing them in one long queue
as previously.

That, in turn, has opened
the possibility of algorith-
mic trading, an increasingly
dominant method of buying
and selling. Orders are gen-
erated by computer pro-
grammes and sent automat-
ically.

Other changes include co-
location, in which broker-
ages physically house their
servers in the bourse itself,
shaving potentially vital
milliseconds off electronic
order delivery times.

Also “crosses”, in which a
brokerage carries out a
transaction through the
stock exchange between
two of its clients, are now
permitted.

Until the change occurred
in January last year, bro-
kers would normally carry
out such transactions
between Mexican compa-
nies’ American Depositary
Receipts (ADRs) in New
York, with a resulting loss
of business for the BMV.

All these advances, which
have come about thanks
largely to the exchange’s
demutualisation and subse-
quent listing in 2008, have
coincided with rule changes
governing the way that

Mexico’s pension funds or
afores can invest.

A few years ago, the
afores, whose portfolios
have grown about 20 per
cent a year during the past
two years and now repre-
sent about $120bn, or 11 per
cent of the country’s gross
domestic product, had to
invest almost entirely in
government paper – most of
it short term.

Today, the funds are
allowed to invest up to
about 25 per cent, on a
weighted-average basis, in
individual stocks and
shares, and another 12 per
cent in so-called structured
instruments, such as the
relatively new CKDs. These
are a hybrid of debt and
capital through which pri-
vate companies can raise
funds to expand their busi-
nesses.

Those restrictions are still
considerably tighter than in
some other Latin American
countries. But Oscar Franco
López Portillo, president of
Amafore, the pension funds’
association, says that the
afores still feel comfortable.

“It really isn’t a strait-
jacket,” he said recently.
“We still have plenty of
room for movement.”

Taken together, the

changes have turned the
BMV into a thriving place
to do business. Last year,
for example, the exchange
hosted a record six initial
public offerings. In total,
companies raised a record
47bn pesos of equity, and
close to 240bn in medium-
and long-term debt.

“It’s a virtuous circle,”
says Javier Artigas, the
exchange’s head of strategic
planning. “The pension
funds can now invest more,

which generates more activ-
ity, and that, in turn, leads
to more interest.”

Underlining the point, the
BMV reported a 22 per cent
jump in earnings last year,
with operating income
increasing 70 per cent in
the last three months to
238m pesos ($19.8m). Over-
all, trading volumes rose 50
per cent compared with
2009.

Last year, it signed an

order-routing agreement
with Chicago’s CME Group,
which helped open Mexico’s
derivatives market to the
world.

The heightened activity
and greater ease with
which foreigners can invest
in the exchange’s range of
products have made a
potentially big difference to
the country’s medium-sized
companies.

Many family owned busi-
nesses have long com-
plained that it is almost
impossible to grow because
the banking system pro-
vides little credit. Bank
lending to the private sec-
tor is less than 20 per cent
of GDP, a tiny amount com-
pared with Brazil or Chile.

Against that backdrop,
the possibility of listing on
the BMV, or raising capital
through structured instru-
ments such as CKDs, has
been a lifeline to an increas-
ing number of companies
looking to make the leap
and complete their next
phase of growth.

Just over a year ago,
Grupo Comercial Chedraui,
Mexico’s fourth-largest
supermarket chain, raised
$400m in an initial public
offering. A week later, Act-
inver, an investment group,
saw its share price rise on
listing, even as emerging
markets faltered because of
Greece’s financial crisis.

And this month, Interjet,
Mexico’s second-biggest
commercial airline, said it
planned to raise at least
$300m through an imminent
IPO.

For all the changes, the
BMV remains small com-
pared with BM&FBovespa,
its Brazilian counterpart,
with less than a third the
number of listed companies,
and with less than $500bn
in total market capitalisa-
tion.

Even so, its success has
spawned talk of a merger or
even an offer by a large
international exchange.

For now, the talk appears
to be just that. In a recent
interview with the FT, Luis
Téllez, the BMV’s president,
said such a deal was out of
the question. “There is
value to be created by stay-
ing a Mexican exchange,”
he says.

Changes give vigour to
oncesomnolent bourse
Stock market
Technical and other
alterations facilitate
business, reports
Adam Thomson

The Mexican stock exchange Bloomberg

‘The pension funds
can now invest
more, which
generates more
activity’

A decade ago, when I arrived
in Mexico City to start a happy
stint reporting for the
Financial Times, there was a
lively debate about Brazil. Who
was the true economic leader
of Latin America? To Mexicans,
the debate seemed unnecessary.

Although Mexico has a
smaller population, it had
completed its recovery from the
Tequila Crisis of 1994.

It had at last made a
democratic transition, with the
wresting of the presidency from
the Institutional Revolutionary
Party in 2000.

It even had a robust banking
system. And to judge by its
weighting in the MSCI
Emerging Markets index, the
widely used benchmark, Mexico
was the biggest of all the
emerging markets.

Brazil, meanwhile, was only
just emerging from its own
currency crisis, while investors
were terrified it was about to
elect a dangerous leftwinger,
Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva.

Any battle appeared over.
Mexico had established itself as
Latin America’s leading light.

The story of the rivalry
between Brazil and Mexico in
the 10 years since then is
painful, at least for those of us
who care about Mexico.

Brazil is now one of the
“Bric” nations, ranking behind
only China among emerging
markets. Mexico has been left
far behind.

What went wrong?
Some reasons are well

rehearsed. First, politics.
Mexico’s institutions were
weak, and have weakened
further as a result of the
democratic transition. Without
a strong PRI president binding
the system together with
patronage, power has splintered
to the regions.

Constitutional reform is
necessary, but is almost
impossible to achieve.

Further, Mexico chose the
wrong politicians. Vicente Fox,
the centre-right politician who

broke the PRI’s stranglehold in
2000, had a mandate but turned
out to be a very poor
politician.

His successor, Felipe
Calderón, had a much weaker
mandate after a bitterly
contested election. Although a
much sharper politician, he
made the strategic mistake of
picking a fight he could not
guarantee he would win, with
the drug barons. This has
bogged down his presidency.

In Lula, we now know,
Brazilians chose themselves a
great politician.

Then there is the problem of
Mexico’s place in the global
economy. It is tightly linked to
the US, and pulled itself out of
trouble after 1994 in large part
through its membership of the
North American Free Trade
Agreement (Nafta).

But China’s entry to the
World Trade Organisation
drastically undercut its
manufacturers, who lost
business to a bigger rival with
cheaper labour costs.

Brazil had it in reverse. Its
economic model benefits from
the growth of China, the

destination for many raw
materials exports, and is not so
reliant on the US. Unlike
Mexico, it had the right
commodities to sell at the right
time.

Finally, there is the issue of
political and business culture.
Mexico is controlled by
oligarchies and oligopolies. It is
chronically uncompetitive. The
same is true to an extent of
Brazil, but it has found better
ways to deal with it.

Look at the contrasting
fortunes of the two countries’
attempts to persuade

companies to list on the stock
exchange.

In Brazil, the Bovespa’s Novo
Mercado, launched in 2000,
soon turned into a vibrant
forum to raise funds, hosting
more than 100 initial public
offerings.

Mexico’s repeated efforts to
do something similar have been
stifled by the entrenched
interests of its oligarchies.

But perhaps the deepest
reason why Mexico came up
short has to do with
outsourcing. By joining Nafta,
Mexico’s political elite forced

the country into accepting the
regulatory norms of the rest of
North America. Companies that
now had the chance to compete
in the US and Canada would
have to behave like their US
and Canadian competitors.

Meanwhile the result of the
successful resolution of the
1995 banking disaster – which
saw more than half of Mexican
loans written off – was to
outsource virtually the entire
banking system’s balance sheet
to foreign banks. By the time
HSBC bought Bital in 2002,
more than 90 per cent of the
country’s banking system was
in foreign hands.

This was in many ways an
enlightened policy. With strong
banks, it was easier to run the
tight fiscal and monetary
policies that have solved the
country’s inflation problem. It
now runs at barely 3 per cent –
a lower rate even than in the
UK, let alone Brazil.

The problem is that by
enlisting the help of Citigroup,
BBVA, Santander and others,
Mexico inadvertently imported
the post-Lehman credit crunch.
Its recession in 2009 was
appalling, as the economy
contracted more than 9 per
cent.

Meanwhile, Brazil and the
big South American commodity
producers suffered only a brief
and shallow contraction.

This, more than anything,
explains why investors have
flocked to Brazil. The appeal of
emerging markets and the
Brics lies in providing a hedge
to the travails of the US and
western Europe. This is
something Mexico does not
offer.

But Brazilian triumphalism
would be no better placed than
Mexico’s confidence was a
decade ago.

After years of macroeconomic
orthodoxy, Mexico has the
building blocks in place to
surprise many. It needs its
powerful northern neighbour to
fare well, and it needs
politicians who can break a
decade of deadlock, but there
may yet be something to
debate.

Still everything to play for in faceoff with Brazil

John Authers

Mexico’s institutions
were weak and have
weakened further
as a result of the
democratic transition

Brazil’s President Da Silva and
Mexico’s President Calderón
at a news conference during
free trade talks in 2010 Reuters


